The COVID-19 Pandemic and Its Impact

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Most people infected with this particular virus experience mild to moderate respiratory illness and recover without requiring special treatment. In some cases, the disease is more severe, requiring hospitalisation, oxygen and medical interventions. The elderly and people with underlying medical conditions such as heart disease, diabetes, chronic respiratory disease, or cancer are more likely to develop severe disease. However, anyone can get sick with the COVID-19 infection and become seriously ill or die at any age. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), as of May 24, 2023, more than 766 million people have been infected with the virus, and over 6.9 million people have died from COVID-19 (World Health Organization 2023d). These numbers are underestimates because of the lack of access to diagnostics and under-reporting. Excess mortality during the pandemic was already 18 million by the end of 2021. This tragic death toll is a global failure at different levels.

Impact of COVID-19 on Health Systems

The pandemic has affected health systems worldwide. According to the WHO global pulse survey, significant health service disruptions were reported: nearly 50 per cent of countries with disruption in routine immunisation services, more than 50 per cent of countries with disruption in routine primary and community care and 30 per cent of countries with disruption in elective and operative care provision in the last quarter of 2021 (World Health Organization 2022d). Lower-income countries generally reported more disruption to services than high-income countries (HICs) due to closures or postponement of services (40 per cent of countries), staff shortages, lack of essential medicines and diagnostics, and inadequate space in health facility infrastructure (36 per cent of countries). The pandemic has wiped out years of gains in infectious disease programmes like HIV and TB. At least 25 per cent of HIV prevention services were disrupted in 17 per cent of countries in the last quarter of 2021 (World Health Organization 2021b).

Similarly, the pandemic has significantly disrupted TB control efforts as TB diagnostic infrastructure was repurposed for COVID-19, with a global reduction in newly diagnosed and reported cases of TB, from 7.1 million in 2019 to 5.8 million in 2020 and 6.4 million in 2021 (World Health Organization 2022b). The pandemic also disrupted non-communicable disease (NCD) service provision, and ironically, people with existing NCDs are at increased risk of severe illness and death due to COVID-19 (Mahamat-Saleh et al. 2021).
One of the key reasons for disruptions in health service delivery during the pandemic was the unprecedented pressure on health systems’ capacities, particularly health workforces. Owing to persistent health workforce shortages, many countries were already struggling to provide essential health services even before the pandemic. In 2016, WHO had already projected a global shortfall of 18 million health workers by 2030, especially in the WHO African and South-East Asia regions (World Health Organization 2022d). The pandemic caused further health worker shortages and burnout with reduced capacity to provide essential health services (Boniol et al. 2022).

WHO estimated that between 80,000 and 180,000 health and care workers may have died from COVID-19 between January 2020 and May 2021, a figure that may be underestimated by about 60 per cent (United Nations 2021). Therefore, WHO Director-General, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, highlighted that ‘COVID-19 is a powerful demonstration of just how much we rely on these men and women, and how vulnerable we all are when the people who protect our health are themselves unprotected’ (United Nations 2021).

Because so many health workers’ themselves lost their lives, many countries were unable to rebuild back the depleted workforce, which, as noted earlier, was already under strain. The pandemic has caused an additional burden of burnout and illness, including long COVID (European Commission 2022). Many health workers felt lacking in motivation or exhausted as they have watched their colleagues die or become sick, leading to a loss of trust and interest in their professions (Kluge et al. 2023). Their situation was compounded by the loss of public trust in health workers, as some were attacked during the pandemic, especially by the people who did not accept the public health and social measures (PHSM) to control the transmission of the virus. This was worsened by misinformation and disinformation from social media, which in turn undermined trust in government officials (Wang et al. 2022). Health workers began to reassess their work-life balance, many migrating to places that offer better working conditions or taking premature retirement (World Health Organization 2022c).

Though the pandemic was caused by a virus and was primarily a health emergency, its impact was felt on whole economies, food systems, supply chains, nutrition, and family relations, as outlined in the following section.

Impact of COVID-19 on the World’s Economy, Nutrition and Food Security

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) World Economic Outlook 2022 reported trillions of dollars in global economic losses due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic caused significant divergence between advanced economies’ economic recovery and emerging and developing markets (International Monetary Fund 2022). Recoveries in HICs are faster, while those in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) have been slow (International Monetary Fund 2023). Frequent and more wide-ranging lockdowns in China—including in key manufacturing hubs—also slowed activity there and continue to cause bottlenecks in global supply chains (International Monetary Fund 2023).

COVID-19’s impact on the world’s economy had a detrimental effect on nutrition and food security, disproportionately affecting populations with low socio-economic status due to its consequences on employment, income-generating activities, purchasing power, availability, and access to food (Picchioni, Goulao and Roberfroid 2022).

Even before the pandemic, 690 million adults in the world were malnourished, 144 million children under 5 (U5C) were stunted, 47 million U5C were wasted, 38 million
USC were overweight, and almost three billion people were unable to afford a healthy diet in 2019 (Carducci et al. 2021; UNICEF 2020). World Bank estimated that an additional 83–132 million adults could be undernourished due to the pandemic (UNICEF 2020). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) noted, ‘Food systems support the livelihoods of 1 billion people globally’ (Mbow et al. 2019). Lockdowns at the onset of the pandemic led to the closures of different formal and informal workplaces, with significant job losses. This was compounded by the sudden reverse migration in some regions (Ratha et al. 2020). The situation has been further worsened by climate change, war and conflicts in some regions, worsening food and livelihood security (FAO 2020).

These impacts highlight the importance and urgency of having strong multilateral, multisectoral, cross-disciplinary cooperation to mitigate the consequences of any future pandemic or global health threat.

Rationale and Objective of the Chapter

In this chapter, using the three pillars of the global health emergency framework (HEPR): (a) preparedness, (b) response and (c) resilience, we reflect on the lessons from the COVID-19 pandemic for their implications for global governance in this area. The rationale for using the framework is that it results from more than 300 recommendations discussed and debated through several international processes such as the Intergovernmental Negotiating Body (INB) and Working Group on Strengthening WHO Preparedness and Response to health emergencies (WGPR), G7 and G20. The framework is also informed by recent reports from the Independent Panel for Pandemic Preparedness and Response (IPPR), the Global Programme Monitoring Board (GPMB), the Independent Oversight and Advisory Committee (IOAC), the International Health Regulations (IHR) Review Committee on the functioning of the International Health Regulations (2005) (World Health Organization 2016) during the COVID-19 response, and many others. Using the three pillars of the framework: governance, systems and structure and financing, we reflect on lessons for the future.

The first part highlights key governance issues during the pandemic and challenges to working collectively within and across countries, sectors and communities. This is followed by lessons on systems and structures to prepare for, prevent and respond to health emergencies at the global level. Thirdly, financing health emergency preparedness and response architecture requires innovative financing in addition to more funding. The chapter then ends with a broad proposal for the way forward to ensure a significantly more prepared world for future pandemics. The chapter highlights how the COVID-19 pandemic has exposed the importance of global health governance, which is dominated by power distribution, geopolitical tensions, populist nationalism and ideological competition.

Lessons from the Pandemic

Governance

The devastating impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the complexity of the global health ecosystem, the governance of which is weak and lacking in coordination. The extent of enforcement of both formal and informal rules governing the global
health architecture, such as regulations, accountability and leadership, had a major influence on the response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The IHR is the only multilateral legal instrument among WHO member states, first adopted in 1969, with the last amendment passed in 2005 after the outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003. The SARS outbreak reinforced the need for a more effective legal international framework to cover ‘all events potentially constituting a public health emergency of international concern (PHEIC),’ not only for infectious diseases. The SARS outbreak accelerated the revision of IHR 2005, which came into effect in June 2007.

IHR 2005 (World Health Organization 2016) was transformative in these aspects, bringing a shift in emphasis from a disease-specific approach that focused on three diseases to be included in all public health threats, the passive to the proactive use of real-time surveillance and cross-border control for detection and containment at the source.

The IHR 2005 (World Health Organization 2016) gives the WHO the power to designate a PHEIC. The IHRs recognise the interconnected nature of the world and how vulnerable it is to the rapid spread of diseases, not limited to infectious diseases but other potential public health challenges as well, including environmental challenges, chemical hazards and radio-nuclear threats.

The IHR 2005 (World Health Organization 2016) has a set of ‘core capacities’ necessary for the member states to effectively detect, assess, notify, and report events and respond to public health emergencies of national and international concern. The IHR facilitates the communication and reporting processes between WHO Country Offices and national IHR focal points in relevant member states to promote proactive risk management through early detection of potential international health threats and to prevent unjustified border closings to prevent unnecessary economic loss. Member states are responsible for maintaining their IHR core capacities while WHO provides technical assistance. Since they were revised in 2005, the IHRs have been a valuable global framework for international health coordination and collaboration for global health security, including seven PHEIC declarations, beginning with the H1N1 influenza pandemic in 2009, polio and the West Africa Ebola outbreak in 2014, the Ebola and Zika viruses in 2016, COVID-19 in 2020, and MPox in 2022.

However, several areas were identified for improvement with the IHR during the COVID-19 pandemic, as they failed to ensure a robust global response to the emergence of SAR-COV2. Although the IHR document was a formal, legally binding instrument, governing the IHR was challenging during the pandemic due to a lack of enforcement, and WHO did not have adequate financing, a coherent mandate or strong political backing. During the pandemic, instead of complying with IHR and delegating some responsibility for decision-making to a global coordinating body like WHO, countries chose to collaborate or cooperate (or not) according to their leaders’ choice and national interests (Duff et al. 2021). Moreover, there is no penalty for non-compliance, although all WHO member states are legally obliged to follow the IHR (20). As Gustafsson (1998) stated, ‘[I]nstitutions without enforcement are not institutions at all’; thus, the outcomes of an institution or rule (in this case, the IHR) depend on how these rules are enforced (Pyone and Mirzoev 2021).

The situation was further complicated by the increasing political tensions among some major nations, and WHO ended up being the victim of their differences. Indeed, the role of WHO is constrained by the rivalry among strong geopolitical actors, who, by virtue of the veto and state practice, are not held accountable for violations of the UN Charter or International Law. Disruptive behaviour by the United States early in COVID led to
defunding and attacks on WHO. Also, the refusal by some countries to suspend sanctions during the pandemic—despite a plea from the UN Secretary-General—shows the low priority given to humanitarian concerns when strategic interests are at stake.

The WHA (World Health Assembly)—which governs the WHO and is composed of the health ministers of WHO member states—proved to be inadequate to the task of responding to an outbreak on the scale of the COVID-19 pandemic, which demanded a whole-of-government approach, that is, beyond the health sector, to control the outbreak effectively (Sachs et al. 2022). Thus, health ministers need more political authority within their governments to make decisions (ibid.). This is complicated by the governance of WHA, which is too large to take executive decisions on behalf of the 193 WHO member states, which meet only once a year. At the same time, an outbreak response requires daily, interactive, hands-on decisions and actions (ibid.). Therefore, in theory, WHO is supposed to coordinate and govern, but in practice, the WHO mainly provides technical recommendations, norms and standards and supports decision-making processes, leaving countries to make independent decisions on their own course of action (Hannon et al. 2022). Further, the primary focus of the IHR is capacities at the national level, and these may not necessarily be adequate for improving global oversight and coordination (ibid.).

Therefore, it is time to revisit the IHR 2005. Two parallel processes are currently ongoing at the WHO: (a) negotiations on the pandemic treaty or accord via the INB and (b) the revision of the existing IHR coordinated through the IHR Working Group (WGIHR). Both the INB and WGIHR are bodies appointed by the WHA, and their aim is to have the treaty text and the amendments to the IHR ready for adoption when the WHA convenes in May 2024 (Behrendt and Müller 2023). The goal of the pandemic accord is broader than the IHR: to set the rules to be followed by all countries in the event of a pandemic and to ensure that equity is at the heart of all actions undertaken.

Thus, it is clear that the key governance challenge during the pandemic was the failure of international cooperation and coordination among countries. Instead of solidarity during the crisis, countries failed to coordinate containment strategies and failed to examine, share and adopt best practices for controlling the pandemic (World Health Organization 2021a). Global funding for LMICs fell short. Countries competed to seize limited supplies of major goods and commodities such as personal protective equipment and medical countermeasures like diagnostics, therapeutics and vaccines (ibid.). This led to severe inequities in access to all these essential products between countries, resulting in many preventable deaths.

As if this were not enough, the situation was worsened by the lack of sharing of timely, accurate and systematic data on infections, deaths and variants and a failure to fight the infodemic. WHO defined an infodemic as ‘too much information, including false or misleading information in digital and physical environments during a disease outbreak’ (World Health Organization 2023b). The infodemic during the COVID-19 pandemic has undermined public health responses, leading to public mistrust of health authorities. Social media played a critical role during the pandemic, influencing public attitudes and reactions, including people’s emotions, convenience and feasibility of following PHSM. These had to be adapted in accordance with the evolving scientific understanding of the virus, such as reproduction rate, mode of transmission, susceptibility factors, and variants of concern (Sachs et al. 2022). Clickbait headlines from social media influenced public perception and attitudes towards the virus without regard for scientific evidence, often undermining the required PHSM adjustments. The social media posts that originate such unscientific opinions often leave no room for in-depth discussion and instead offer mere ‘beliefs’ without scientific evidence (Sachs et al. 2022).
There were also instances when the infodemic was exaggerated by some irresponsible political leaders whose actions were influenced by political interests and not by science. As the pandemic was a learning curve for most political leaders, and SARS-CoV-2 was a novel disease with many unknowns, some political leaders made irresponsible statements in the first few months of the pandemic, neglecting scientific evidence and risking lives for political gain (Sachs et al. 2022). Governing the infodemic during the pandemic was challenging, as the world was in need of more effective mechanisms to ensure accountability (World Health Organization 2021a). The pandemic has exposed ‘a polarised world characterised by heightened nationalism, distrust, and inequality’ (Sachs et al. 2022).

Nonetheless, there were many positive aspects during the COVID-19 pandemic. Governments from many upper-middle and HICs established support systems for small businesses, expanded social support nets and used telemedicine and telehealth to mitigate the pandemic’s consequences (Sachs et al. 2022).

Moreover, multilateral financial institutions such as World Bank and the IMF provided emergency funding for the pandemic response. World Bank (2022) allocated nearly US$14 billion for pandemic relief and approved US$12 billion in 2020 for countries to buy and deliver vaccines. However, the speed of distribution of these funds was not at the pace needed by countries, and the procedures were complex. The IMF also promised support of approximately US$170 billion for some 90 countries (Sachs et al. 2022). The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria repurposed their health programmes to COVID-19 responses by allocating up to 5 per cent of their grants (Global Fund 2022).

Many health systems around the world introduced innovative solutions to continue essential health services during the pandemic. The use of digital health was maximised as ministries of health looked for ways to deliver health care. Digital technology was integrated into policy, service delivery and health care at a scale never before seen. Health service delivery improved due to the increased use of telemedicine and telehealth. Digital technology was used in surveillance, contact tracing, screening for infection, testing, isolation and quarantine, clinical management, and tracking medical supplies, etc. (Whitelaw et al. 2020).

Digital data dashboards, migration maps, machine learning, and real-time data from wearable technology (such as smartphones) were used to track the virus in real-time as the technology allowed visual depiction of spread, announced border restrictions, guided resource allocation, and informed forecasts (Whitelaw et al. 2020). The use of Artificial intelligence (AI), digital thermometers, mobile phone applications, thermal cameras, and web-based toolkits in screening infections provided information on disease prevalence and pathology and identified individuals for testing, contact tracing and isolation (ibid.). AI for diagnostics and machine learning algorithms were increasingly used in clinical decision-making, diagnostics and risk prediction (ibid.). Telemedicine and virtual care rapidly expanded in countries where it was possible from technical, legal and regulatory standpoints. This technology also enables efficient service delivery, facilitates patient-centred remote care and helps with infection control (ibid.).

However, countries with better infrastructure were better able to implement digital technology than those with poorer infrastructure. Indeed, countries such as South Korea were able to flatten their incidence curve because they successfully integrated digital technology into government-coordinated containment and mitigation processes (Whitelaw et al. 2020).

One important human characteristic which informally enforces governance of the COVID-19 pandemic response is public trust in government and science. The pandemic
has shown that global trust at all levels of society is fundamental to the success of science and policy. We have witnessed that the public responded differently to government instructions in different countries. Even within the same country, public attitudes towards the pandemic were diverse, as formal rules, actions and statements of national leaders and informal norms and standards such as culture, path dependence, peer groups, and education level influenced public attitudes. The pandemic highlighted the importance of public trust in science as PHSMs such as mask-wearing, social distancing and isolation played a vital role in the control of spread. These control measures can be effective only when the public trusts the authorities and complies with these measures (Battiston, Kashyap and Rotondi 2021; Bromme et al. 2022; Travis et al. 2021).

Studies reported that countries with high levels of trust (some Nordic and East Asian nations) outperformed countries with low confidence in their authorities (Thornton 2022). High levels of government and interpersonal trust were reported to be associated with lower infection rates and higher COVID-19 vaccine coverage (Thornton 2022). An empirical study published in 2021 reported that governments that were perceived as organised and fair and which produced clear messaging on COVID-19 inspired public trust (COVID-19 National Preparedness Collaborators 2022). This trust in the government was associated with greater adoption of health and prosocial behaviours (COVID-19 National Preparedness Collaborators 2022; Han et al. 2021). Cultural practices also influenced community responses to the pandemic. Cultural psychologists reported that tight cultures had higher adherence to social norms than loose cultures that favour individualism, freedom of choice and human rights (Gelfand et al. 2021). Indeed, cultural and behavioural practices have influenced the implementation of PHSM that were used to control the spread of SARS-CoV2, such as mask-wearing, physical distancing and isolation (ibid.).

Looking to the future, it is clear that governance, including rules, regulations and practices, must be clear at the national and international levels. Further, regional bodies could also play an essential role in financing, procurement and cross-border cooperation. One excellent example is the Africa Centres for Disease Control for the whole of the African continent.

**Systems and Structures**

An effective response to COVID-19 and any future pandemic requires a checklist of policy actions and health systems that can deliver needed outcomes and support individuals to perform prosocial behaviours (Sachs et al. 2022). Many LMICs—particularly those that have faced other epidemics, such as HIV, Ebola and Zika—were able to integrate their responses to COVID-19 with well-established community screening and contact-tracing capacity and to deploy community health workers rapidly (Sachs et al. 2022). Indeed, the ability to prepare for, prevent, detect, and respond effectively to health emergencies at national, regional and global levels depends on the operational readiness and capacities of a central coordination body like WHO at the global level and collaborative surveillance and public health intelligence, skilled and trained health workforce, and access to medical countermeasures, including research at national and regional levels (World Health Organization 2022a).

Indeed, the role of the 75-year-old global health coordinating body that is WHO should be re-emphasised since it is central to the entire global health ecosystem. WHO is the only organisation with the mandate and legitimacy to advocate and lead global health emergency preparedness and response to meet the needs of all countries and deliver on
equity (World Health Organization 2022a). Even though WHO’s response to the pandemic was not perfect, the agency at all times played a vital and instrumental role in the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic. WHO brought the best skills, technical expertise, science, and evidence to inform policy and practice by setting globally applicable norms and standards. Within a month of the announcement of the PHEIC, WHO published the Global COVID-19 Research Roadmap, outlining key research areas and priorities (World Health Organization 2023a). The Roadmap included research priorities on the natural history of the virus, epidemiology, diagnostics, clinical management, ethical considerations, and social sciences, as well as longer-term goals for therapeutics and vaccines (World Health Organization 2023a).

WHO and its partners launched the Solidarity trial, a unique, multi-arm, adaptive international clinical trial that aimed to generate robust data to find the most effective treatments for COVID-19. Enrolling large numbers of patients in a single trial made rapid testing of unproven treatments possible while generating strong evidence to inform treatment guidelines (World Health Organization 2023a).

To facilitate approval of different COVID-19 vaccine products, WHO facilitated the harmonisation of regulatory agencies across the world to standardise regulatory standards for manufacturers of COVID-19 vaccines; this facilitated rapid approval for pre-qualification and/or Emergency Use Listing. Regarding policy advice, WHO’s Strategic Advisory Group of Experts on Immunization (SAGE) reviewed the emerging vaccine clinical trial data and provided updated policy recommendations on how best to use the various vaccines. Rapid development, deployment and access to diagnostics and therapeutics posed additional challenges due to many technical and financing issues. It is encouraging to note that a diagnostics resolution has been passed for the first time at the 76th WHA. This resolution is an essential step towards improving global access to diagnostic tools since nearly 50 per cent of the global population has little or no access to diagnostics, and this lack of diagnostics leads to premature mortality (Fleming et al. 2021).

Instead of systemic reform after every health crisis, a piecemeal response has resulted in a proliferation of independent health-related agencies outside the WHO framework. Competition for finances and overlap in mandates have resulted in complicating and sometimes weakening the WHO’s role as the global health agency. While the Global Fund, Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunizations (GAVI) and the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI) were set up with clear goals to meet a perceived need, it is essential, going forward, to learn lessons from the COVID-19 pandemic and previous epidemics in order to have a solid framework for cooperation during future emergencies. The new ‘pandemic countermeasures platform’ should be developed based on the outcomes of the INB deliberations and should provide the framework for a nimble, efficient and effective platform for providing equitable access to countermeasures to populations across the world. Preparedness for future pandemics inevitably requires strengthening the public health system within countries, as well as WHO, bringing greater coherence to the global health system.

The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed weaknesses in global surveillance systems and structures, regardless of the country’s income status (IANPHI 2022). Even some HICs had challenges in getting information in a timely and useful way if the country has a federated system of government which collects surveillance data for different purposes using different approaches. Moreover, some countries’ National Public Health Institutes did not have the authority to request data without data agreement from relevant jurisdictions (ibid.).
Similarly, in some LMICs, the pandemic has exposed long-term structural weaknesses in the surveillance system. These included challenges for human resources and reporting; a country may still be using paper-based reporting, and even when there may be electronic reporting, there may be a lack of interoperability and compatibility in systems among different ministries in the same country. The resulting problems can be compounded by fragmented surveillance systems operating in siloes, which can create difficulties for a country’s National Public Health Institute when faced with the need to coordinate national surveillance and respond to the pandemic at all levels since it was next to impossible to collect data from all over the country (IANPHI 2022).

Though the pandemic revealed gaps in current surveillance systems worldwide, it helped raise the importance of integrated and collaborative surveillance. Countries began to recognise that the type of data that was collected through their existing surveillance systems during the pandemic needed to be at a sufficiently granular level to identify and understand patterns of risk and vulnerability in order to tailor response efforts to specific populations or geographic areas. Some datasets needed to be manually enhanced with additional information, such as location, in order to be useful for contact tracing. The pandemic also highlighted the potential role of harnessing non-traditional sources of surveillance data, such as social media activity, and the need to evaluate their relative utility and reliability moving forward. Alternate methods, such as wastewater surveillance (traditionally used for polio), were also activated. Over the course of the pandemic, there was heavy reliance on laboratory and diagnostic capacity in some countries, highlighting the need to strengthen these capacities in terms of physical infrastructure, transport, supplies and equipment, and human resources. In some countries, funding was diverted to COVID-19 response at the expense of other priority pathogens, such as TB, for which surveillance and response were interrupted.

Indeed, the pandemic brought high-level political attention to disease surveillance and heightened awareness of the need for good-quality surveillance systems. Many HICs began to invest in integrated and collaborative surveillance. For instance, Singapore recently set up a new Communicable Diseases Agency to oversee disease preparedness, prevention and control, surveillance, risk assessment, and outbreak response and to consolidate public health functions under the Ministry (Channel News Asia 2023). At the international level, the WHO set up a new Hub for Pandemic and Epidemic Intelligence in Berlin, Germany, in September 2021, with an initial investment of US$100 million from the Federal Republic of Germany (World Health Organization 2021c). The aim of the Berlin hub is ‘to harness broad and diverse partnerships across many professional disciplines, and the latest technology, to link the data, tools and communities of practice so that actionable data and intelligence are shared for the common good’ (World Health Organization 2021c). Similarly, the United Kingdom announced a plan for a new ‘Global Pandemic Radar’, an advanced international pathogen surveillance network, to identify and track new COVID variants and emerging diseases, building on U.K. health security expertise to help stop the spread of COVID-19 and prevent future pandemics (Government of UK 2021). Indeed, the COVID-19 pandemic has raised public awareness and political attention to public health surveillance, including digital innovations using electronic surveillance systems.

Of core importance for such systems is a skilled, trained and protected health workforce, one that is able to reach even the most marginalised communities. The existing health workforce shortage was further worsened by the COVID-19 pandemic, especially in the African and Eastern Mediterranean regions and Small Island Developing States (World Health Organization 2023e). The health workforce challenge is not exclusive to
Across the G7, OECD and HICs, there are growing demands for health and care workers, high vacancy rates, strikes, and protests. During the COVID-19 pandemic, many HICs had to rely on insufficiently trained temporary staff for contact tracing. Therefore, it is imperative that governments in LMICs double their health workforces over the next ten years, something that is financially and technically feasible with political will and implementation of the Working for Health Action Plan (2022–30). Furthermore, countries need to respect the Global Code of Practice from the International Recruitment of Health Personnel and stop recruiting from the 55 countries on the WHO Support and Safeguards list (World Health Organization 2023e).

There were significant inequalities in accessing medical countermeasures, including vaccines (Mathieu et al. 2023). While vulnerable populations such as older adults and people with existing co-morbidities need special attention in a pandemic, frontline workers such as health and social workers should be the first ones to receive vaccines, as they were critically underserved by vaccination programmes in many LMICs due to limited access to the COVID-19 vaccines. Such inequity in access to medical countermeasures occurred not only in the recent COVID-19 pandemic but was experienced in the previous outbreaks of HIV and Ebola.

Although there was a massive increase in investment in research funding during the COVID-19 pandemic, most of this investment occurred in HICs. Moreover, much of the research that did take place was not well coordinated and led to much duplication (Bucher et al. 2023). Therefore, better coordination is required among agencies that fund infectious disease research, and attention must be paid to funding research, including clinical trials, in low-income countries. This was the conclusion that Glopid-R—a group of about 30 national funding agencies that support infectious diseases research—came to as well. While research relating to diagnostics, therapeutics and vaccines (from basic research onwards) all received substantial investment across a wide range of different studies around the world, there were gaps in some areas, especially in the areas of operational and social science research, to better understand the effectiveness and potential downsides of PHSM (McCartney 2020).

It is vitally important that we take stock of achievements over the past three years and analyse what did not work well. Reorienting the research system towards the global public interest is not straightforward, as country priorities do not always align with global funding flows. Countries often have industrial, economic and political objectives for investment, as witnessed in the case of the production of COVID-19 vaccines. Yet international agreements can structure cooperation to meet each country’s needs, as shown by the influenza (PIP) framework (Swaminathan et al. 2022).

**Health Financing**

The COVID-19 pandemic led to a deep global recession in February–April 2020. In March 2020, uncertainty was so high that it led to a dash for cash and general malfunctioning in financial markets (Sachs et al. 2022). Substantial employment losses accompanied the recessions caused by COVID-19 in many countries in 2020. These losses were significant in emerging markets and differed only in the age and education level of the workers affected. Workers who had received tertiary education were generally the least affected by employment losses (ibid.).

Current health financing is primarily provided by national (domestic) resources, which include both government and private health expenditures, in addition to out-of-pocket
spending, with modest levels of international support by donors for LMICs (Global Burden of Disease 2020 Health Financing Collaborator Network 2021; OECD 2019). As measured by the OECD Development Assistance Committee, total official development assistance for health came to a mere $23 billion as of 2019, or less than 0.05 per cent of the GDP of donor governments (Global Burden of Disease 2020 Health Financing Collaborator Network 2021). This assistance amounted to roughly 1.5 per cent of the health financing of LMICs, a very modest sum (OECD 2019). The pandemic did not alter this picture in any decisive way. Even these modest amounts of official development assistance have proven decisive in scaling up disease control in many areas. The Global Fund and the GAVI have each saved tens of millions of lives with modest outlays of a few billion dollars per year (Friebel et al. 2019; Global Fund 2021; Zerhouni 2019). These programmes prove that international financing for health can result in practical solutions, despite being highly underfunded, considering the broad scope of their missions.

While Official Development Aid (ODA) for health represents only 1.5 per cent of total funding resources for health available in LMICs, all of these funds are reportedly not channelled directly into the LMICs (55). Instead, they are funded through public-private partnerships such as the Global Fund, CEPI, COVAX, the WHO Foundation, and World Bank’s Financial Intermediary Fund (FIF) (Velásquez 2023). Nearly half of the ODA for health goes to medicines and vaccines produced in a handful of ODA donor countries (ibid.).

The creation of the Access to COVID-19 Tools (ACT) Accelerator and COVID-19 Vaccines Global Access (COVAX) in April 2020 aimed to set up an end-to-end mechanism for development and deployment of COVID-19 countermeasures, but both fell short of their ambitious (and highly ethical) goals (Sachs et al. 2022). Raising even a few billion dollars of international support for ACT Accelerator and COVAX proved extremely difficult despite the urgency of the pandemic. The modest funding was insufficient to obtain crucial PPE supplies, testing supplies and, especially, vaccines. Bilateral deals between countries and manufacturers for the purchase of these commodities were prioritised at the expense of COVAX. Many producing countries also implemented temporary export bans on essential products (e.g., PPE, pharmaceuticals, and hand sanitiser), with wider effects on access for countries in need. The multilateral development banks similarly provided too little health financing and too slowly to make up the pandemic financing gap (Okonjo-Iweala, Shanmugaratnam and Summers 2021).

The current proliferation of special health funds needs to be rationalised. The COVAX Facility is part of the ACT Accelerator, co-managed by WHO, GAVI, UNICEF, the Global Fund, CEPI, and other partners. Previously, for epidemic and pandemic response, World Bank Group hosted the Pandemic Emergency Financing (PEF), while WHO had a Contingency Fund for Emergencies (CFE). The PEF and the CFE were established after the 2014–15 Ebola outbreak in West Africa. The PEF was closed in 2021 after failing to catalyse funding for outbreak response due to delays in complex procedures required to legally release funds during epidemics (Brim and Wenham 2019). Furthermore, the PEF failed to link explicitly to the IHR and provide funding at the early stage of epidemics or at the declaration of a PHEIC (Wenham et al. 2021). The same year that PEF closed, World Bank announced a new grant-based health emergency preparedness and response (HEPR) Umbrella Programme, followed by the establishment of the FIF (later renamed the Pandemic Fund) in 2022.

The Pandemic Fund represents a new financing mechanism designed to provide greater financial resources for preparedness and response efforts in LMICs. The Pandemic Fund
is focused heavily on prevention and preparedness efforts, which are widely regarded as more cost-effective than financing response efforts (Boyce, Sorrell and Standley 2023).

Ideally, one needs a well-resourced, nimble and efficient fund that will support preparedness in low-income countries as well as be ready to disburse large amounts quickly, for response, when needed. The fund could be effective even with guarantees from HICs that they will refund the countermeasures platform for emergency purchases and investments in drugs, diagnostics and therapeutics development and procurement.

The Way Forward

The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the importance of global health governance for health system preparedness, resilience and response and how weak it currently is. The pandemic has diverted scarce resources from achieving Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). On May 5, 2023, WHO announced that COVID-19 is no longer a PHEIC, following a recommendation from the COVID-19 emergency committee (World Health Organization 2023c). However, COVID-19 is still a global health threat.

It is now time for countries to transition from emergency mode to managing COVID-19 alongside other infectious diseases (World Health Organization 2023c). Recovering from the pandemic will take much time for many countries due to the effects it has had on the wider social and economic conditions. While it is critically important to invest in health system preparedness and response capability, as well as universal health coverage, countries urgently need to invest to build back their economies, which are critical for restoring good health systems, access to education, nutrition, social connections, and healthy environments. These investments should not be siloed but rather should be comprehensive and coordinated across sectors to make them sustainable. Politically powerful countries should set aside political rivalries and work together to counter the effects of this pandemic and prevent the next global crisis.

Keeping the peace is the first step, as disease outbreaks exploit the presence of wars, conflicts and social instability. Official development assistance or aid should be driven by the recipient country’s needs and not a donor-driven agenda. If equity and solidarity are the heart of humanitarian or outbreak response, the global community has to find a way to give voice to the voiceless, not simply as a slogan.

Countries should invest in primary health care to achieve universal health coverage while simultaneously enhancing their readiness for any future pandemic and developing the capabilities prescribed in the WHO Joint External Evaluation. Most LMICs do not have strong health infrastructure and are struggling with weakened existing health systems and endemic diseases, let alone having to prepare to respond to future public health emergencies. The COVID-19 pandemic has shown us that countries must take more responsibility for their own and others’ health security. Moon and Kickbusch (2021) express beautifully the compelling responsibility of the nations of the world to accept their role in caring for the whole human family by avoiding ‘the self-interested behaviour of sovereign states’ and accepting ‘the challenge of ensuring that they comply with international rules when their perceived interests lie elsewhere’.

Thus, countries need to increase total expenditure on health systems worldwide, with increased investments in research and development, not only in biomedical research but also in social and behavioural research. For public health systems to function better, we need to maximise the contribution of the behavioural and social sciences to improving and protecting the public’s health and well-being and reducing health inequalities. For
instance, many risk factors causing NCDs are behaviourally driven, such as smoking and a sedentary lifestyle (Ghebreyesus 2021). The misuse of antibiotics in human health care is a principal, but avoidable, driver of antimicrobial resistance (Torreele et al. 2023). Hand hygiene is one of the most effective measures to stop the spread of infection, but people often fail to maintain adequate hand hygiene, even where water and soap are available (ibid.).

Countries should support the review of the IHR 2005 and effectively engage in developing the pandemic treaty with real participation from LMICs. A binding pandemic treaty is an important step but will only be successful if commercial interests are kept aside, and it will require real political commitment to make that happen. Furthermore, it is important that equity stays at the heart of the pandemic treaty and that equitable access to health products be assured, regardless of the ability to pay. The review of IHR needs to incorporate appropriate enforcement mechanisms, with incentives for countries to cooperate, sanctions for non-compliance or both (Duff et al. 2021). A careful balance is required for setting incentives and sanctions to enforce IHR: consideration of a particular country’s characteristics and unique circumstances and its access and ability to mobilise resources (ibid.). Additionally, countries should ensure that WHO is well funded and independent so that its decisions and recommendations are science-based and datadriven, with minimal political and ideological interference (ibid.).

Investments in health should take a One Health approach, which integrates different disciplines and sectors, including veterinary medicine, biology, epidemiology, immunology, human medicine, public health, behavioural and communication science, anthropology, sociology, psychology, education, and others. Focusing on and investing in proactive and preventive strategies and policies, along with strengthening surveillance, rapid risk assessment, and risk communication, are of paramount importance to prevent or detect emerging and re-emerging diseases at an early stage when localised control is still possible.

Multiple disease surveillance efforts should be integrated, such as for malaria, rabies, HIV, and TB, avoiding vertical funding. Indeed, the integrated surveillance system should use a broad-based, multi-source horizontal platform able to detect different pathogens. The system should capture useful contextual information, such as clinical and epidemiological information, supply chain data and information about available resources, as they are indispensable for providing the right policy and response decision. The contextual information must include real-time social data, which is essential for identifying the most relevant response to the crisis on the ground. We also need to explore the potential role of harnessing non-traditional sources of data, such as social media activity, and evaluate its relative utility and reliability.

It is vital to build health systems that can switch efficiently and quickly into emergency mode. Many innovations, systems and resources built during the pandemic should also be sustained in the interpandemic period so as to be ready for the next pandemic before it arrives. Post-COVID-19 financing needs to be strategic and should focus on the core elements of the national investment plan for health system strengthening, including pandemic preparedness. Therefore, national governments should steer all investments (domestic and international) to ensure the scalability, agility, flexibility, and sustainability of their health system. A piecemeal project-based approach to funding should be avoided, as this can lead to a cacophony of different initiatives.

Research funding should balance biomedical research (on vaccines, therapeutics and diagnostics) and behavioural and social science research. Different scenarios to optimise biomedical research are setting up pre-negotiated public-private partnerships like ACT-A
(a dedicated public research and development infrastructure) or long-term technology transfer initiatives (Torreele et al. 2023). The WHO Council on the Economics of Health for All has just produced a new model of Research and Development (R&D) for public good, which is not a typical model in the biotech sector (WHO Council on the Economics of Health for All 2023). One excellent example is the WHO mRNA technology transfer programme, which uses a network model with its technology transfer hub based in South Africa and links with 15 partners in Africa, Asia, Europe and Latin America. The programme also aims to establish an R&D network within these network partner countries, not only with industries but also with local academic institutions, to support the development and manufacture of mRNA vaccines (beyond COVID-19) against priority diseases relevant to each region.

Going forward, we should learn lessons from the COVID-19 pandemic, as there have been many scientific advancements in the past few years. For instance, we have produced COVID-19 vaccines in a record-breaking 11 months using mRNA technology. Similarly, there are newer epidemiological surveillance tools, such as the re-emergence of wastewater surveillance; evolution of rapid, multiplex and easy-to-use diagnostics; prompt development and evaluation of therapeutics with fewer regulatory and financial hurdles; increased use of digital tools and AI; and leverage of the mRNA platform for other diseases, including vaccines. We watched how international solidarity failed and equity became a slogan, revealing eloquently the urgent need for a binding pandemic treaty. It is time to enhance preparedness for future pandemics and strengthen the public health sector, including WHO itself. Funding should not be segmented into different mechanisms and entities. Most importantly, it is crucial to rebuild trust and invest in the health workforce so that they can be confident about their working conditions, enabling them to deliver quality care to the public to whom they are accountable (Kluge et al. 2023).

Note

1 The IMF was quick to respond to the COVID crisis and created two facilities: the Rapid Credit Facility (RCF) and Rapid Financing Instrument (RFI), the latter a facility providing fast-disbursing support to countries experiencing commodity price shocks, natural disasters and other fragility-related emergencies.
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